UNM Web Committee Minutes  
December 17, 2010  

Present: Duane Arruti, Dorene DiNaro, Ray Sykes, Kevin Wiley, Matt Carter, Mike Kelly, Bob Christner  

1. Minutes of the November meeting were approved  

2. Google Appliance Report from Rebecca Lubas  

A new project for deploying the Google Search Appliance is planned. IT and UL employees involved will have defined roles. The official approval meeting for the project plan is scheduled for January 7. A new appliance (actual hardware from Google) arrives in the Spring. The new box will be configured from scratch based on what has been learned so far. The old box will remain active until the team feels that the new GSA is ready. Team members will attend Google training to ensure they are using the product effectively. It's possible they can offer training for other UNM units on best practices.  

3. Web Standards Sub Committee  

Meetings have not had much active participation. The Accessibility standards group has made the most progress in defining some standards.  

4. Policy Committee Update  

The Committee is ready to have Carol Stephens begin the official process to have the policy approved. It may take most of an academic year.  

5. Web Services Unit  

Matt has found there is interest along units around campus in a UNM unit that can provide web site assistance. UCAM is continuing to pursue forming such a department.  


All the WCMS classes have been full. 15 sites are deployed. 16 are in progress.